Role of excitatory amino acids in brainstem activation of spinal locomotor networks in larval lamprey.
An in vitro brain/spinal cord preparation from larval lamprey was used to determine the role of excitatory amino acid (EAA) receptors in the descending activation of spinal locomotor networks. The general EAA receptor blockers KYN, PDA, and DGG completely blocked locomotor activity initiated from the brainstem. The NMDA receptor blocker APV and the non-NMDA receptor blocker DNQX usually attenuated but did not block locomotor activity. Relatively long and short cycle times were attenuated about equally by APV or DNQX, and therefore the attenuation was not cycle time dependent. Receptor blockers for EAAs attenuated locomotor activity, but often with little or no change in the cycle time of burst activity. Although both NMDA and non-NMDA receptors for EAAs are important for the descending initiation of locomotor activity in the lamprey, it is unclear whether these receptors are concentrated in areas of the spinal locomotor networks that control cycle time.